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Rationale and Objectives:We aimed to evaluate the diagnostic performance of diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) and dynamic suscepti-
bility contrast-enhanced (DSC) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) parameters in the noninvasive prediction of the isocitrate dehydroge-
nase (IDH) mutation status in high-grade gliomas (HGGs).

Materials and Methods: A total of 58 patients with histopathologically proved HGGs were included in this retrospective study. All patients
underwent multiparametric MRI on 3-T, including DSC-MRI and DWI before surgery. The mean apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC), rela-
tive maximum cerebral blood volume (rCBV), and percentage signal recovery (PSR) of the tumor core were measured and compared
depending on the IDH mutation status and tumor grade. The Mann-Whitney U test was used to detect statistically significant differences
in parameters between IDH-mutant�type (IDH-m�type) and IDH-wild�type (IDH-w�type) HGGs. Receiver operating characteristic curve
(ROC) analysis was performed to evaluate the diagnostic performance.

Results: The rCBV was significantly higher, and the PSR value was significantly lower in IDH-w�type tumors than in the IDH-m group
(p = 0.002 and <0.001, respectively).The ADC value in IDH-w�type tumors was significantly lower compared with the one in IDH-m types
(p = 0.023), but remarkable overlaps were found between the groups. The PSR showed the best diagnostic performance with an AUC of
0.938 and with an accuracy rate of 0.87 at the optimal cutoff value of 86.85. The combination of the PSR and the rCBV for the identification
of the IDH mutation status increased the discrimination ability at the AUC level of 0.955. In terms of each tumor grade, the PSR and rCBV
showed significant differences between the IDH-m and IDH-w groups (p �0.001).
Conclusion: The rCBV and PSR from DSC-MRI may be feasible noninvasive imaging parameters for predicting the IDH mutation status in
HGGs. The standardization of the imaging protocol is indispensable to the utility of DSC perfusion MRI in wider clinical usage.
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fusion weighted imaging (DWI); Dynamic susceptibility contrast-enhanced MR imaging (DSC-MRI).
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oefficient, AUC area under the ROC curve, DWI diffusion-weighted
toma, HGG high-grade glioma, ICC intraclass correlation coefficient,

IDH isocitrate dehydrogenase, IQR interquartile range, rCBV relative cerebral blood volume, PSR percentage signal recovery, ROC receiver
operating characteristics, WHOWorld Health Organization
INTRODUCTION
H igh-grade gliomas (HGGs) are the most common pri-
mary malignant brain tumors in adults and have dra-
matic short survival rates (1). Several genetic and
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molecular biomarkers related to survival and treatment response
have been identified within the past decade for characterizing
gliomas genetically (2,3). Isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH) is one
of them and happens to be the most used parameter (4,5).
Today, it is well known that IDH is related to cellularity and
angiogenesis (6), and IDH-mutant�type (IDH-m�type) glio-
mas have better clinical outcomes than IDH-wild�type (IDH-
w�type) forms do (3,4,5,7). IDH-m gliomas are also more
responsive to temazolamide and radiotherapy (8,9). Therefore,
IDH mutation is considered to be a prognostic biomarker in
low-grade gliomas and HGGs (9,10).

Immunohistochemistry and genomic sequence analysis are
the main methods used to detect IDH mutations in gliomas (6).
However, these methods are studied from histopathological
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samples that require invasive biopsy techniques. Also, a
biopsy can lead to an incorrect result before surgical
resection due to sampling errors or intratumoral heteroge-
neity. Therefore, a non-invasive, accurate method for pre-
dicting the IDH mutation status can have great potential
in routine clinical practice.

Several conventional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
features have been identified to detect the IDH mutation sta-
tus in gliomas (11-16). IDH-m gliomas tend to appear in the
frontal lobe (11-14) and have a relatively well-defined border
(12) and a high apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) value
compared with IDH-w types (15,16). Some studies have also
shown that IDH-m tumors have low vascular endothelial
grow factor levels and show less contrast enhancement (12-
14). Similarly, the area of necrosis was found to be larger in
IDH-w�type tumors and may help in determining the IDH
mutation status. However, these findings were not sufficient
for accurately identifying the IDH mutation status.

Advanced MRI methods, such as diffusion-weighted
imaging (DWI), have also been extensively studied to identify
the IDH mutation status in HGGs (15-17). In particular, the
ADC obtained through DWI provides important in vivo
physiological information about the cellularity of brain
tumors, and its use is increasing, including for tumor grading
and molecular marker differentiation. Several studies have
demonstrated lower ADC values in IDH-w�type HGGs
than in IDH-m�type HGGs (15-17).

Dynamic susceptibility contrast-enhanced MRI (DSC-
MRI) is the most prevalently used perfusion MRI technique.
It is a non-invasive tool used for the initial diagnosis and eval-
uation of the treatment response of brain tumors. The tech-
nique is based on susceptibility variations during the first pass
of a contrast agent bolus through the capillary bed. The rela-
tive cerebral blood volume (rCBV), the most commonly
used parameter, reflects the microvascular density and angio-
genesis. Several studies have also shown significant rCBV dif-
ferences among HGGs according to the IDH mutation status
in gliomas (6,11,17-19). This information suggests that tumor
angiogenesis may differ according to the IDH genotype, and
these differences may be distinguishable by DSC-MRI. The
percentage of signal recovery (PSR) is another parameter of
DSC-MRI and is obtained from the signal intensity time
curve. PSR, as the name suggests, represents the percentage
of signal intensity recovered relative to the baseline (signal
intensity before contrast application) at the end of the first
pass of the contrast agent. Following the application of the
contrast agent, signal intensity decreases in the first step, and
this is followed by recovery toward the baseline. This recov-
ery rate, called PSR, provides information about blood-brain
barrier integrity (BBB) and vascular permeability. In addition,
it has been used to identify tumor characteristics, mostly in
the initial differential diagnosis of HGGs, metastasis, and pri-
mary cranial nervous system lymphomas (20,21). To the best
of our knowledge, no study has investigated PSR values
obtained from DSC-MRI to determine the IDH mutation
status in HGGs.
2

Although researchers in several studies have attempted to
associate the genetic expression of a tumor with certain
advanced MRI modalities, radiogenomic reports covering
the genetic profiles in HGGs are not yet sufficient to imple-
ment in clinical practice in this area. The primary aim of this
study was to noninvasively evaluate the diagnostic perfor-
mance of perfusion and diffusion parameters in the discrimi-
nation of the IDH mutation status in HGGs.
METHODS

Study Design and Patient Selection

This retrospective study received approval from the institutional
review board (REC number 2018/24074710-604.01.01-49),
and informed consent was waived. Multiparametric MRI data,
including the DWI and DSC perfusion weighted imaging
(PWI) of 81 adult patients (older than 18 years) with histopatho-
logically proved HGGs between January 2013 and February
2018, were derived and retrospectively analyzed. None of the
patients received any brain tumor treatment at the time of imag-
ing. An experienced neuropathologist histopathologically diag-
nosed all tumors on surgical resection specimens. The diagnosis
was carried out according to the 2016 World Health Organiza-
tion (WHO) classification criteria (22). Patients were excluded if
the presence of IDH mutation was unavailable (n = 15) and if
the image quality of DSC-MRI or DWI was insufficient due to
artifacts or technical errors (n = 2). Five patients were diagnosed
with oligodendroglioma (ODG) (Grade 2 ODG n=3, grade 3
ODG n= 2) and were excluded due to their low numbers.
Consequently, 58 patients with 35 glioblastomas (GBs, 25 IDH-
w types, 10 IDH-m types) and 27 anaplastic astrocytomas (AAs,
10 IDH-w types, 13 IDH-m types) formed the study popula-
tion. Immunohistochemistry was performed to assess mutated
IDH1 (R132H) protein expression. Genomic sequence analysis
was performed for negative samples to identify non-canonical
IDH1 or IDH2 genes (23). IDH mutation analysis was per-
formed in all patients diagnosed with glial tumors as permitted
by the technical facilities of the pathology department. No ret-
rospective IDH mutation analysis was performed due to clinical
or surgical suspicion. The mean interval between MRI and the
operation was six days (range 0-12 days).
Imaging Acquisition

All MRI examinations were performed with a 3T scanner
(Magnetom Verio; Siemens AG, Erlangen, Germany) using
an 8-channel head matrix coil. The protocol for multipara-
metric MRI consisted of axial T1-weighted imaging (T1WI),
axial T2-weighted fast spin-echo imaging (T2WI), axial T2W
FLAIR imaging, susceptibility-weighted imaging (SWI),
DWI, DSC perfusion imaging, and post-contrast T1WI in
three orthogonal planes, or 3D T1WI, in the same order.

DWI was performed in the axial plane with a spin-echo echo-
planar sequence with b-values of 0 and 1000 s/mm2. The imag-
ing parameters were as follows: TR=15000 ms, TE= 90 ms,
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section thickness = 3 mm with no gap, and FOV=23 cm. ADC
maps were generated automatically via the internal software.
DSC imaging was performed after the bolus injection of Gado-

butrol (0.1 mmol/kg, a rate of 5 mL/s) (Gadovist, Bayer Health
Care, Berlin, Germany) with a 10-second delay, and following a
20-mL saline flush by using a fast echo-planar T2-weighted gradi-
ent echo sequence. The imaging parameters were as follows: TR/
TE= 1500/30 ms; flip angle (FA) = 90°; matrix = 128£ 128
mm; FOV=23 cm; section thickness = 5 mm; and intersection
gap= 1.5 mm. A total of 60 dynamic scans were performed with
a temporal resolution of 1.38 s for each scan.
Image Processing and Analysis

All MRI data were transferred to an in-house software system,
and two neuroradiologists (E.C., who had four years of experi-
ence in neuroradiology imaging, and Y.O., who had 16 years of
experience in neuroradiology imaging) who were blinded to
histopathological and molecular features, in consensus.
For ADC measurement, one to three small ROIs (0.2-0.4

cm2) were placed manually on the darkest areas on the tumor
core that corresponded to the enhancing area trying to avoid
hemorrhagic, cystic, calcific areas, and macrovessels by the
help of conventional MR sequences and SWI images, and
the lowest value was taken into account.
CBV maps were automatically obtained by using a dedicated

software program. The CBV measurement was performed using
one to three small ROIs (0.6-0.8 cm2) on the hot spots of the
tumor areas on the CBV maps. Necrotic areas, vascular struc-
tures, and hemorrhagic and cystic regions were avoided with
the help of superimposed FLAIR, SWI, and other conventional
MR images. The CBV of the contralateral normal-appearing
white matter (NAWM) was measured in the same way using
ROIs of the same size. For the purpose of obtaining the rCBV,
the values of the tumor core were divided into the values of
NAWM, and the maximum rCBV values were recorded.
PSR was measured on the grayscale perfusion maps over-

laid on contrast-enhanced T1W images of the tumor core
with drawing small ROIs (0.6-0.8 cm2) in the same manner
as in the CBV measurement. PSR was acquired from the sig-
nal intensity time curve of the region of interest using the for-
mula of (SIpost-SImin) / (SIpre-SImin). SIpre represents
baseline signal intensity before the contrast arrival. SImin rep-
resents the signal intensity at the bottom point after the con-
trast arrival. SIpost reflects the level of signal recovery
afterward. For all of the measurements, an attempt was made
to exclude hemorrhagic, necrotic, and calcified regions using
T2-weighted, T1-weighted, and SWI images.
For the evaluation of inter-reader agreement, the experi-

enced radiologist repeated the measurement in the same
manner two weeks later.
Statistical Analysis

All statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 23 (IBM, Chi-
cago). All baseline quantitative data were described as the median
with the interquartile range (IQR). The categorical variables were
compared with the chi-square test or Fisher’s exact test. Differences
in the perfusion parameters and ADC values between IDH-m and
IDH-w gliomas were assessed using the Mann-Whitney U test
due to the non-normally distributed data. Receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve analysis was used to evaluate the diag-
nostic performance of parameters in discriminating IDH-m glio-
mas from IDH-w gliomas. Also, a logistic regression analysis was
calculated by combining parameters to determine their added
value for predicting the IDHmutation status. Spearman’s rank cor-
relation coefficients were used to assess the relationship among per-
fusion metrics, ADC, and the IDH mutation status. Inter-session
agreement was evaluated by using the intra-class correlation coeffi-
cient (ICC). p< 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant.
RESULTS

Patient Characteristics

The mean age did not differ between IDH-w�type (58 § 14
years) and IDH-m�type (49 § 17 years) gliomas (p > 0.05).
IDH-w�type tumors (12 F, 23 M) tended to be seen in men,
whereas IDH-m�type tumors (15 F, 8 M) tended to be seen
in women (p = 0.020).
Perfusion Parameters

The detailed analysis results of perfusion metrics based on the
IDH mutation status are summarized in Table 1. Figures 1
and 2 show representative cases of IDH-m�type and IDH-
w�type tumors, respectively. The rCBV was significantly
higher in the IDH-w�type HGGs than in the IDH-m
HGGs (4.18 vs 2.49, respectively; p = 0.002, Table 1). ROC
curve analysis revealed that the AUC value was 0.887 with a
sensitivity of 0.86, a specificity of 0.83, and an accuracy of
0.86 at the optimal cutoff value of 3.00 in differentiation
IDH-w�type HGGs from IDH-m�type HGGs (Table 2).

The PSR was significantly lower in the IDH-w�type
HGGs than in the IDH-m�type HGGs (75.76 vs 99.12,
respectively; p � 0.001, Table 1). The AUC value was 0.938
with a sensitivity of 0.91, a specificity of 0.83, and an accuracy
of 0.87 at the optimal cutoff value of 86.85 in differentiation
IDH-w�type HGGs from IDH-m�type HGGs (Table 2).

The ADC value was significantly lower in patients with
IDH-w�type HGGs than those with IDH-m�type HGGs
(0.862£ 10�3 mm2/s vs 1.033£ 10�3 mm2/s, respectively;
p = 0.023, Table 1). The AUC value of the ADC (0.686)
revealed lower diagnostic performance compared with the
rCBV and PSR (Table 2).

Logistic regression analysis revealed that the combination
of the rCBV and PSR increased the diagnostic ability at a sig-
nificant level (AUC of 0.955). The addition of the ADC to
these metrics did not improve the diagnostic performance.
The results of univariate and multivariate logistic regression
analysis are shown in Table 2, and information on the ROC
curve analysis for HGGs is presented in Figure 3.
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Figure 1. A 42-year-old woman with IDH-m�type glioblastoma at junction of left temporal-parietal and occipital lobes. Axial FLAIR image (a)
demonstrates the large extension of peripheral edema. The measured ADC value was 0.976£ 10-3 mm2/s in the tumor core. Small red ROIs
on the ADC map represent the ROI placement on the darkest areas of the tumor (b). Prominent peripheral contrast enhancement is seen on
postcontrast axial T1WI (c). CBV slightly increased compared with the contralateral normal-appearing white matter, and rCBV was measured
as 2.48 on CBV map (d). Small black ROIs represent the ROI placement on hot spots of the tumor and contralateral normal-appearing white
matter (d). The signal intensity-time curve (e) returns close to the baseline, and PSR was measured 89.92.

TABLE 1. Comparison of the Median Values of ADC From DWI, PSR and rCBV From DSC-MRI Between IDH-m and IDH-w Type
Gliomas.

Parameters for all HGGs IDH Mutant (n=23) IDH Wild (n=35) p Valuesa

rCBV 2.49 (2.22-3.01) 4.18 (3.26-5.71) 0.002
PSR 99.12 (92.80-107.90) 75.76 (69.70-82.66) >0.001
ADC (x10�3 mm2/s) 1.033 (0.910-1.174 0.862 (0.759-1.071) 0.023a

Parameters for GBs (n=35) IDH Mutant (n=10) IDH Wild (n=25)
rCBV 2.54(2.11-3.03) 4.19(3.20-6.88) 0.001
PSR 98.57 (86.91-109.09) 74.7 (69.92-83.43) >0.001
ADC (x10�3 mm2/s) 1.067(0.955-1.208) 0.862(0.761-1.023) 0.019
Parameters for AAs (n=23) IDH Mutant (n=13) IDH Wild (n=10)
rCBV 2.36(2.28-2.94) 4.14(3.58-5.27) >0.001
PSR 99.12 (93.55-110.20) 77.56 (69.52-88.07) <0.001
ADC (x10�3 mm2/s) 1.002(.837-1.174) 0.867(0.730-1.177) 0.438

HGG, high-grade glioma; GB, glioblastoma; AA, anaplastic astrocytoma; rCBV, relative cerebral blood volume; PSR, percentage signal
recovery; ADC, apparent diffusion coefficient; DWI, diffusion weighted imaging; DSC-MRI, dynamic susceptibility contrast-enhanced MRI;
IDH-m, isocitrate dehydrogenase mutant type; IDH-w, isocitrate dehydrogenase wild type
a p values were calculated by the Mann Whitney-U test.
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Figure 2. A 53-year-old man with IDH-w�type glioblastoma in left parietal lobe. FLAIR image (a) shows the extension of peripheral infiltrative
edema. ADC value measured in tumor core is 0.942£ 10-3 mm2/s on ADC map (b). Small red ROIs on the ADC map represent the ROI place-
ment on the darkest areas of the tumor (b). Postcontrast axial reformatted T1 MPRAGE (c) shows peripheral contrast enhancement. CBV map
(d) reveals distinctive increased blood volume coded with red colors (Rcbv = 6.12). Small black ROIs represent the ROI placement on hot spots
of the tumor and contralateral normal-appearing white matter (d).The signal intensity-time curve (e) shows partial return, and PSR was mea-
sured as 79.12.

TABLE 2. Diagnostic Performance of Each Parameter in Differentiation of IDH-mutant HGGs vs IDH-wild Type HGGs

Parameters for HGGs AUC (95% CI) a Cut-off Sensitivity Specificity PPV/NPV Accuracy

rCBV 0.887 (0.789-0.984) 3.00 0.86 0.83 0.88/0.83 0.86
ADC 0.686 (0.795-0.950) 0.954 0.74 0.66 0.77/0.58 0.68
PSR 0.938 (0.880-0.996) 86.85 0.91 0.83 0.87/0.85 0.87
CBV+PSR 0.955 (0.904-1.00) 0.95 0.94 0.92/0.97 0.95
Parameters for GBs
rCBV 0.840 (0.660-1.00) 2.80 0.96 0.80 0.92/0.88 0.91
ADC 0.756 (0.573-0.939) 0.954 0.80 0.72 0.90/0.56 0.72
PSR 0.916 (0.824-1.00) 85.17 0.90 0.84 0.70/0.94 0.86
CBV+PSR 0.924 (0.838-1.00) 0.90 1.00 1.00/0.96 0.97
Parameters for AAs
rCBV 0.962 (0.890-1.00) 3.26 0.90 0.92 0.82/0.92 0.87
PSR 0.938 (0.837-1.00) 92.20 0.92 0.80 0.86/0.89 0.90
CBV+PSR 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00/1.00 1.00

HGG, high-grade glioma; AUC, area under the curve; CI, condifence interval; rCBV, relative cerebral blood volume; PSR, percentage signal
recovery; GB, glioblastoma; AA, anaplastic astrocytoma; ADC, apparent diffusion coefficient; PPV, positive predictive value; NPV, negative
predictive value.
a Univariate ve multivariate logistic regression analysis, and following ROC analysis were used to determine diagnostic performance.
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Figure 3. Receiver operating characteristic curves were presented
in differentiation of IDH-wild�type high-grade gliomas from mutant
types (for rCBV, PSR, ADC, and the combination of PSR and rCBV).
The area under the ROC curve (AUC) was significantly higher for
PSR, and the combination of PSR and rCBV improved the diagnos-
tic performance.

Figure 4. Receiver operating characteristic curves of glioblasto-
mas to differentiate between IDH-wild and IDH-mutant-type lesions.
PSR had superiority with AUC of 0.916, and the combination of PSR
and CBV improved the diagnostic ability.

Figure 5. Receiver operating characteristic curves of anaplastic
astrocytomas to differentiate between IDH-wild and IDH-mutant-
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Finally, we used the same model approach to differentiate
between IDH-m�type and IDH-w�type gliomas within
each tumor grade. When the IDH mutation status was evalu-
ated within GBs or AAs, wild-type tumors showed a signifi-
cantly higher median rCBV value and a lower PSR value
than mutant-type tumors did (4.19 vs 2.54 and 74.57 vs
98.57 for GBs; 4.14 vs 2.36 and 77.56 vs 99.12 for AAs,
respectively; Tables 1 and 2). The AUC values were 0.840
for the rCBV and 0.916 for the PSR in GBs, and the AUC
values were 0.962 for the rCBV and 0.938 for the PSR in
AAs (Fig 4 and 5). For GBs, the mean ADC value in wild-
type tumors was significantly lower than it was in mutant-
type tumors (0.862 vs 1.067, respectively). For AAs, the
mean ADC value showed significant overlaps between the
mutant- and wild-type groups (1.002 vs 0.867, p > 0.05).
The combination of the PSR and the rCBV in GBs improved
the diagnostic ability with respect to the IDH mutation status
(AUC = 0.924, Table 2). For AAs, the combination of the
PSR and rCBV showed excellent discriminating performance
regarding the IDH mutation status (AUC = 1.00, Table 2).
type lesions. rCBV had the best diagnostic ability with AUC of 0.962,
and the combination of PSR and rCBV yielded an excellent discrimi-
nation performance.
WHO Grade

When we evaluated the rCBV by the tumor grade, although
GBs showed a higher median rCBV value than AAs did (3.56
(2.76-6.27) vs 2.97 (2.36-4.10), respectively; p= 0.117), the
median values did not show a statistically significant difference.
Similarly, other parameters (PSR and ADC) showed significant
overlaps and did not differ between GBs and AAs (p< 0.05).
6

Correlation

The IDH mutation status showed a significant positive corre-
lation with the rCBV (r = 0.632, p < 0.001) and a significant
negative correlation with the PSR (r = -0.656, p < 0.001), as
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well as a weak negative correlation with the ADC (r= -
0.316, p= 0.016). The rCBV and PSR also showed a weak
negative correlation (r = -0.389, p=0.001) with each other.
Repeatability

The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was 0.898, 0.916, and
0.944 between two reading sessions for the rCBV, PSR, and
ADC, respectively, which indicated excellent reproducibility.
DISCUSSION

The diagnostic values of the DSC-PWI and DWI parameters
during the differentiation of the IDH mutation status in
HGGs were evaluated in the present study. The results
showed that besides having the highest correlation with the
IDH mutation status (r = -0.656), the PSR also showed the
best diagnostic performance with an AUC of 0.938 in deter-
mining the IDH mutation status in all parameters evaluated
for HGGs. The rCBV was the second successful parameter
with an AUC of 0.887 in HGGs, which was compatible with
a few previous reports (6,11,18,19,24). The regression analy-
sis revealed that the combination of the PSR and rCBV
improved the diagnostic value of the determination of the
IDH mutation status at a significant level for HGGs and also
within each tumor grade.
ADC Analysis

The ADC in HGGs had a low diagnostic performance (AUC,
0.686) compared with the rCBV and PSR, and logistic
regression analysis showed that the ADC did not make a sig-
nificant impact on the discrimination of the IDH mutation
status. On the other hand, when we evaluated tumor grades
separately, the discrimination ability of the ADC increased at
a significant level in GBs, which was consistent with previous
studies (11). Lee et al. (16) reported an AUC value of 0.707
for the mean ADC in the discrimination of IDH-m�type
and IDH-w�type HGGs (AAs and GBs), with significant
overlaps found between tumor groups based on histogram
analysis. Xing et al. (11) showed significantly lower ADC
ratios in IDH-w GBs than in IDH-m GBs. In another study,
Xing et al. (17) demonstrated that the minimum ADC and
ADC ratio of IDH-m grade II-III astrocytomas were signifi-
cantly higher than those of IDH-w�type ones with AUC
values of 0.87 and 0.84, respectively. Similarly, Thust et al.
(44 grade II/III gliomas) (25) and Villanueva-Meyer et al.
(100 grade II gliomas) (26) reported statistically significantly
lower ADC values for IDH-w�type tumors compared with
IDH-m tumors. As a biomarker associated with tumor cellu-
larity, the ADC value appears to be a useful adjunct in the dif-
ferential diagnosis of the IDH mutation status of GBs only,
not of AAs. A few studies also demonstrated that the rADC,
the ratio of the value in the tumor core to the value in nor-
mal-appearing white matter, could also noninvasively detect
IDH mutation in GBs (11,17,18,27). Interestingly, some
studies suggested that the ADC is better for determining the
IDH mutation status of gliomas compared with the rCBV
(15-17,27). However, the presented diagnostic performance
was still low in comparison with this study’s PSR results. Fur-
ther investigations of a larger population are warranted.
rCBV Analysis

The rCBV has been shown to be associated with tumor
angiogenesis and microvessel density in HGGs, and the
rCBV is a potential marker of tumor aggressiveness (28). It
was also reported that HGGs with IDH mutation have lower
levels of tumor angiogenesis, and they show low invasion and
proliferation compared with wild-type tumors
(6,13,19,24,29). Our data show that the rCBV is significantly
associated with the IDH mutational status. IDH-w�type
tumors had significantly higher rCBV values than IDH-m
types did. Researchers in several studies have attempted to
evaluate the diagnostic performance of the rCBV in predict-
ing the IDH mutation status of gliomas (6,11,15-19,24,27),
and a few of them have demonstrated findings similar to those
of this study (17-19,24). For instance, Tan et al. (18) observed
a higher rCBV ratio in IDH-w�type tumors compared with
mutant types within each WHO grade of II, III, and IV astro-
cytomas with AUC values of 0.83, 0.86, and 0.94, respec-
tively (sensitivity and specificity in the range of 0.82-1.00).
However, some studies focused on determining the IDH
mutation status showed significant overlaps in the rCBV
ranges between groups (15,16,24). In addition, the studies
mentioned above lacked the standardization of the cutoff val-
ues of perfusion metrics due to the variety of levels of the
mean rCBV values of the groups (6,11,15-19,24,27). For
instance, Xing et al. (11) similarly reported higher rCBV val-
ues in IDH-w GBs than in IDH-m GBs. However, the
reported mean values (IDH-w= 8.93, IDH-m=5.08) were
considerably higher than the values in the GBs of this study
were.

Additionally, Hempel et al. (19) showed that the diagnostic
performance of rCBV was significantly reduced by the inclu-
sion of ODGs in the analysis of gliomas depending on the
IDH mutation status. Some other studies (15,24) showed
lower diagnostic performance, which may the result of popu-
lations with mixed ODGs and astrocytomas, similarly to
Hempel et al. In contrast, Kickingereder et al. (6) revealed a
higher mean rCBV histogram metric in IDH-w� type grade
II, III, and IV glial tumors, including ODGs, compared with
mutant types. The accuracy rate (88%) was so similar to that
in this study. All ODGs have 1p/19q codeletion and IDH
mutation. Due to high angiogenic activity, they may show
higher microvascularity than astrocytomas do (30), and they
have significant overlaps with GBs (31). It is obvious that dif-
ferences in the patient selection group or in the inclusion of a
small number of patients in studies may lead to discrepancies
in diagnostic performance and mean rCBV levels.
7
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Affects of Pre-load, Contrast Leakage Correction
Methods and MRI Protocol on CBV

Differences in the selected sequence types (such as GRE-EPI
or spin-echo EPI), image acquisition parameters, and post-
processing leakage correction methods may also be the reason
for the inconsistencies of studies when it comes to rCBV
evaluation in the discrimination of the IDH mutation status
(Table 3). Although the trend is to standardize the DSC-MR
imaging protocol (32,33), the studies differed in terms of the
aforementioned areas. When one decreases T1 weighting
with low FAs (i.e., 35-60), a long time to echo and time to
repeat may also permit the reduction of T1 contamination.
However, these techniques can reduce the signal-to-noise
ratio. The contrast leakage through a disrupted BBB in
HGGs may cause undesired T1 contamination, which results
in the underestimation or overestimation of the rCBV (34).
For the purpose of minimizing these T1 effects and obtaining
a more accurate CBV, some methods have been proposed,
such as pre-load contrast agent dosing, post-processing leak-
age correction algorithms, and adapting to pulse sequence
parameters (34,35). Each method has some limitations, and
currently, no widely accepted and used T1 leakage correction
method exist. On the other hand, the studies that used leak-
age correction methods (15,16) reported lower diagnostic
performance for the rCBV in the differentiation of IDH-
m�type from IDH-w�type gliomas compared with other
studies. The findings of these studies (15,16) suggest that con-
trast leakage correction approaches to reduce undesired T1
dominancy may decrease the mean rCBV values, as well as
the differences between the rCBV values of tumor types. The
high T1-weighted MR protocol we used (high FA, low TE,
no preload contrast, no correction method) demonstrated a
good diagnostic performance for the rCBV in determining
the IDH mutation status compared with the other studies
mentioned above (15,16,24). Tan et al. (18) used an identical
MRI protocol with this study and showed a diagnostic per-
formance similar to that of this study (Table 3). Further efforts
to utilize widely used standardized imaging sequences, con-
trast agents, and better algorithms are needed to minimize the
T1 and T2 dominant extravasation effects, as well as to
improve the imaging signal-to-noise ratio. This will increase
the accuracy and repeatability of the parameters in glioma
imaging.
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PSR Analysis

The PSR obtained from the signal intensity time curve of
DSC-MRI reflects BBB integrity and contrast leakage from
tumor capillaries; thus it provides information about changes
in capillary permeability (20). Previous studies revealed that
BBB disruption and capillary permeability were higher in
IDH-w�type tumors than in IDH-m gliomas (36). In con-
nection with this, signal recovery after the signal drop on the
time-signal intensity curve appears less in wild-type tumors
probably due to the leaky and immature capillaries resulting
8
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from increased neoangiogenesis (6,24,29). The use of the
PSR in the differentiation of cranial tumors is not a new idea.
Several studies have reported higher diagnostic performance
for the PSR than for the rCBV in the differentiation of high-
grade gliomas, metastasis, and primary cranial nervous system
lymphomas (20,21). To our knowledge, no report exists on
the PSR during the determination of the IDH mutation sta-
tus in gliomas. Only Choi et al. (24) reported significantly
high diagnostic accuracy when using a neural network model
and when using raw signal intensity time curves from DSC-
MRI for determining the IDH mutation status in grade II,
III, and IV gliomas. They demonstrated that the signal recov-
ery curve was less steep and attenuated in IDH-w�type glio-
mas than in IDH-m types, which reflects increased
permeability in IDH-w�type tumors. They also revealed
that the initial slope was steeper and larger in the signal inten-
sity time curve in IDH-w�type gliomas than in IDH-m
types, which indicates increased neoangiogenesis in IDH-
w�type tumors (6,24,29). Similarly, the PSR values (signal
recovery rates) in our cases with IDH-w�type tumors were
significantly lower than those of the mutant types, indicating
lower levels of the post bolus plateaus of the curves. In terms
of the prediction analysis of the IDH mutation status, the
PSR was the best discriminative parameter for this study.
Unlike the rCBV, which requires leakage correction methods
for accurate estimation, the PSR can easily be measured from
raw data without the need for time-consuming correction
algorithms and sophisticated software packages.
Affects of Pre-load, Contrast Leakage Correction
Methods and MRI Protocol on PSR

On the other hand, such parameters as TE, FA, contrast dose, and
field strength are also known to affect the PSR values measured
by taking T1 and T2 � weight (37). Because the PSR is basically a
parameter that depends on the contrast leakage effect, approaches
that correct leakage effects (such as preload contrast administration,
post-processing leakage correction methods, and adapting to pulse
sequence parameters) to reduce T1 dominancy may decrease the
variance in the PSR between tumor types. Thus, our T1-
weighted acquisition protocol with no preload is probably the
major cause of the high diagnostic performance of the PSR in
HGGs. When it comes to distinguishing the IDH mutation status
of gliomas, the PSR may provide more accurate results than the
rCBV does by revealing the difference in capillary permeability.
Although the PSR appears to be effective in differentiating the
IDH mutation status in HGGs, we could not compare our data
since there is no similar study in the literature. Conducting studies
that involve more patients and that utilize a standardized MR pro-
tocol may provide us with more reliable information.
Combination of Parameters

Some earlier studies (13) reported highly promising results for
conventional sequences of MRI in differentiating the IDH
mutation status of gliomas. However, later studies revealed
lower diagnostic performances for conventional sequences com-
pared with DWI and DSC-MRI parameters (11,15,17). Xing et
al. (17) and Leu et al. (15) suggested that the combination of the
ADC, the rCBV, and conventional MR images together may
improve the discrimination ability in identifying the IDH muta-
tion status of gliomas compared with each parameter evaluation
alone. In this study, the combination of the PSR and the rCBV
significantly improved the diagnostic ability of the IDH muta-
tion status in HGGs and in separate WHO grades. The two
parameters show different characteristics, and the diagnostic per-
formance observed in the regression analysis may be stem from
these features. Although the PSR is a marker of capillary perme-
ability, the rCBV reflects irregular immature neoangiogenesis.
Consequently, findings of higher rCBV, lower PSR, and ADC
values in wild-type tumors than in mutant types correspond to
the higher levels of neoangiogenesis, capillary permeability, and
cellularity in IDH-w�type HGGs, respectively.
Limitations

This study has some limitations. The inherent bias associated with
retrospective analysis is the major limitation, so the results should
be tested with a prospective study. Furthermore, the overall sur-
vival or progression-free survival could not be evaluated due to
the retrospective nature of this study. In addition, ROI selection
may have been subject to sampling bias due to excluding the cys-
tic and necrotic areas with the help of conventional and other
MRI sequences. However, ROI measurement results among dif-
ferent observers showed excellent agreement. Voxel-based calcu-
lations may provide more accurate results. The relationship
between other molecular and genetic markers, as well as imaging
findings could have also been evaluated. We focused only on the
IDH gene mutation status to decrease the influencing factors.
However, more studies should be done with multiple pieces of
genetic information to investigate the effect of these markers on
imaging properties. In addition, this study focused only on a rela-
tively small patient population consisting of AAs and GBs, and
excluding ODGs due to the low numbers of them. Given the
high metabolic activity and angiogenesis observed even in grade
II oligodendrogliomas, higher CBV values were found in ODGs
than in astrocytomas (38). This property may decrease the vari-
ance in the rCBV between ODGs and other wild-type gliomas,
but we could not predict if the PSR has discrimination ability in
the differentiation of ODGs from IDH-m 1p/19q noncodeleted
HGGs or IDH-w�type tumors. Further studies with larger pop-
ulations that include ODGs are warranted to verify the results.
CONCLUSIONS

The results of our study demonstrate that DSC-MRI can serve as
a noninvasive method for approximating the IDHmutation status
in HGGs. The PSR that reflects capillary permeability shows
higher leaky capillaries in IDH-w�type HGGs. Using the com-
bination of the rCBV and PSR may be more useful for detecting
the IDHmutation status, which provides valuable information on
survival and treatment strategies.
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